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With The Night Sky™ you will be up and running

and locating constellations within minutes.

Basic Instructions:

Find the date on the outer edge of the rotating map dial.
Find the time on the outer edge of the blue mask.
Rotate the map dial to align the day with the time.
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Use Standard Time for your location.  (If in Daylight Savings
time, subtract one hour.)

To view objects in the northern half of the sky:
Face North and hold the chart upright in front of you so the
word “North” on the blue mask is horizontal.  Objects near
the horizon line on the planisphere will be low in the sky,
near the northern horizon.

Tilt the chart to the right or left when you face East or West so
the word “East” or “West” is horizontal.
To view objects in the southern half of the sky:

Face South and, without moving the map dial, flip the chart
over and hold the chart upright so the word “South” on the
blue mask is horizontal.  Objects near the horizon line on the
planisphere will be low in the sky, near the southern horizon.

Tilt the chart to the right or left when you face East or West so
the word “East” or “West” is horizontal.

Note For Southern Hemisphere Planispheres: The South side is
the front, therefore start by facing South, hold the chart upright in
front of you so the word “South” on the blue mask is horizontal.

Tip:

To locate an unfamiliar constellation or star, start by finding a bright
star or familiar constellation in the sky first.  Next locate the object
on The Night Sky™ planisphere and find an adjacent constellation
in the direction of the new object.  Look up and attempt to find the
adjacent object in the sky.  Keep using nearby constellations or
bright stars as stepping stones to help find the object you are
seeking.


